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System tries to prevent
$30 million in FY'92 cuts
By Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
AUGUSTA — Represenla ti yes
ofthe University of Maine System
Thursday squared off with members of the Legislature's Joint
Standing Committee on Appropriations,trying to convince the committee that the system should be
spared from a proposed $30 million cut in the upcoming biennium.
Instead, Board of Trustees
Chair David Flanagan,Vice-Chair
Patricia Collins, Chancellor Robert Woodbury and the presidents
of the seven campuses asked that
the system be cut only by $15
million.
Woodbury told the committee
that the system,in fiscal years 1990
to 1991, trimmed back $9.6 million, increased tuition by 23 percent, and saw the discharge of the
equivalent of 193 full-time employees — 69 persons from the
professional staff,66faculty members,and 58 classified employees.

Woodbury said an additional
$15 million cut would probably
result in an 11-percent tuition hike,
$5 million in program cuts, and
another $5 million in salary reductions, either by renegotiating current union contracts or through
eliminating more positions,or both.
Woodbury said the BOT has
been reluctant to raise tuition too
high because,"if you raise tuition
too far, you begin to lose enrollment. Also, the board has always
felt the need to take some money of
a tuition increase and put it towards financial aid."
Woodbury said the proposed
$30 million cuttot& system would
result in massive tuition hikes and
"layoffs in the neighborhood of
500 people."
"We have hesitated to program
out a $30 million cut because of the
enormous trauma it would cause. I
would point out a $30 million cut
could be made, but we shouldn't
fool ourselves as to what that would
mean

Mudrunning Maine Day style

Woodbury said a cut of that
magnitude could force the closing
ofsome campuses of the system or
the elimination of schools and colleges at some of the universities.
UMaine President Dale Lick
told the committee that academic
services were only taking a 47 percent cut for current budget trimmings, despite the fact it garners
53 percent of all funds. He also
said his office has taken double its
percentage of the University budget in cuts.
Lick said UMaine has left vacant Of discharged people from
about 300 positions, representing
6.3 percent of the faculty, 11.6
percent of the professional staff
and administrators, and 6.3 percent of the clerical staff.
He said future cuts would probably represent two percent of the
faculty, 8.5 percent of the professional staffand administration,and
4.8 percent of the classified staff.
See CUTS on page 12

President Lick is helped out of the mud during Wednesday's
oozeball game at the Steam Plant.(Photo by Scott LeClair.)

Woodbury tells lawmakers to commit to higher education

By Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer

AUGUSTA — University of
Maine System Chancellor Robert
Woodbury Thursday told a joint
session of Legislature that "the future of our state requires a commitment to higher education,"
"The urgency of public problems
and reform in institutions like public
schools call for even more university
Chancellor Robert Woodbury.
involvement in the advancement of
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Today: Mostly surnty,
highs in the mid to
upper 60s.
Weekend: Mostly
sunny, highs near
70.

know ledge,"Wcx_siburysaki"Maine
still lags the nation in numbers of
college graduates."
Woodbury,in his annual "State
of the University of Maine System"
speech before the Legislature,tempered his remarks with a caveat of
lean economic times
"We must do our part to prune
expenses,establish tough priorities,
and restructure our enterprise,"
Woodbury said."We knoiii, that the
future promises only hard choices

and real sacrifice, and we are prepared to do what is necessary."
WoodhaytoldtheLegislaturethat
the UMaine System is nil "extravagant," pointing out that Mine private
colleges spend double the amount of
marryoneachstudentthan theU/Vlaine
campuses do, and that tuition rates
system-wide have climbed 23 percent
in the last two years.
Woodbury said the UMaine System needs continued state support
for four reasons

"First, education is an investment in which returns far exceed
original casts," he said. "Second,
Maine is more dependent on public
higher education that is the rest 'of
New England. Third,a university is
a fragile enterprise. Fourth,the state
mustrespond to urgent human needs
and the casualties of recession, but
the tradeoff cannot be to forgo investment in the future."
See

WOODBURY on page 11

Students accuse Rev.Jackson of anti-Semetic remarks
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
The Rev. Jesse Jackson,controversial world leader and cultural
diversity advocate, has opened an
old wound by making a comment
that University of Maine students
Brian Turner and Alicia Fencer believe he will regret later.
After his sold-out address Tuesday afternoon at the Maine Center
1 for the Arts,during which he urged
cultural understanding and peaceful- race relations, Jackson invited
questioins from the crowd
"A few years ago! went back to
New York and read reports where
you referred to New York as Hyrnietown,'" Turner, who is Jewish,
told Jackson.'Keep in mind I'm a

friend asking you this, not an enemy. If you did say this why ,and if
you didn't why were there reports
that you did?"
Fencer, executive assistant to
Residents on Campus (ROC) and
chair of the Comprehensive Fee
Programming Committee, was sitting to the left of Turner.
Turner said Jackson answered
his question by saying "politicians
sometimes have a slip ofthe tongue,
use slang and say things they
shouldn't As humans we should
forgive and forget and move on."
After the speech, Turner and
Fencer went to a reception for Jackson at President Dale Lick's house.
Jackson was greeting an unidentified man when he made the controversial remark.

"He(Jackson)was speaking to a
man directly in front of us," said
Fencer.
According to Turner and Fencer, Jackson ended his conversation
with die statement, "I have to see
my Jew boy friend here," tilting his
head towards Turner.
"I was shocked," said Turner.
Jackson then approached the
two, hugging Fencer.
Turner asked Jackson what he
thought ofhis question at the address
According to Turner, Jackson
answered, "You can take all the
cheap shots you want, but if you
refer to the New York telephone
directory,and go to the"H"section,
you'll see a whole list of hymies."
Jackson then walked away.
In reaction to Jackson's com-

ments,Turner called the New York
Times and told hisstory with Fencer corroborating as a second source.
After Jackson's emotional
speech to a receptive crowd, both
Fencer and Turner say the incident
is disappointing.
"The only word that comes to
my mind is hypocrite. It was a very
big disappointment," Fencer said.
"For him to say this it was pretty
appalling," said Turner."He wants
racial harmony and this is something that does not promote it."
In Jackson's words, "Red, yelkm,brown,black and white — we're
all precious in God'ssight. We're all
just people and that's why we must
have Multicultural education."
AttemptstocontactJacksonThurs,
day for comment were uitaxxessful.
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Jackson stresses diversity
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer

said.
Jackson feels the universit
y is doing its
pan in appreciating the imp
ortance of viewing people beyond outsid
e appearances.
"The university faculty and
administrative makeup must display
cultural diversity
In that process we become
oriented to seeing
blacks in non -athletic roles
and you become
used to seeing blacks and whi
tes in intellectual and academic as well as
athletic roles. (It)
becomes part of your frame
of reference," he
said.

"We must have a greater app
reciation of
each others' worth, both as hum
an beings and
(for) what we have contribut
ed," said the Rev.
Jesse Jackson in a past-addres
sinterview,saressing the need for multicultura
l diversity in relation to the recent Crosby Str
eet incident.
"Often we look upon eac
h other with
contempt because we don't
have the appreciation of what each other mea
ns. We look upon
each other as one-dimensio
nal human beings
"I think Dr. Lick is commit
and not as contributing hum
ted to that and
an beings," he I respec
t him for it."
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ill UMaine community

ilack_son said incidents of rac
ism on college campuses are evident acr
oss the country
—the two most recent at Harvar
d and Georgetown Universities.
"The dean of Harvard says the
y can't find
one black women to teach in
the law school
(At) Georgetown, a student
exposed confidential records and attributed
(that) to mean
blacks were inferior on cam
pus.
"We're seeing more and mor
e of the falloutofthe Reagan-Bush era ofrac
e conscience
policies," he said.
Jackson said working togeth
er time will
be the key to better relations

"What we must do on the positi
ve side is
to keep people full of hope and not
full offear,
and move to more and more functi
onal relationships. My point is we can play
ball together and be one at Super Bowl time,
we can fight
the war together and be one in war
. Let the
Persian Gulf be the model," he sai
d.
"We can be one at this campus,"
he added.
Jackson also advised leaving
incidents
like Crosby Street to the law.
"People who beat other peo
ple should
have to face the judge. It's illegal,
that's the
first issue—we muststop people
's behavior,"
he said.

Backscatter base closi
ng turned around, staff c
u

t

By Glenn Adams
Associated Press Writer
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Comp fee to be raised to $276 per year
By Marc 1Rancourt
Staff Writer

4

What do inflation, hockey tickets and student services have in common? They all need
money.
These three areas are the reason University of Maine students will see a 7.8 percent
increase in the comprehensive fee for the fall
1991 semester, according to Charles Rauch,
director of financial management.
"The cornpre.hensive fee was instituted to
be able to cover such things as certain portions
of student services and athletics. This is very
common in universities," Rauch said.
The UMaine athletic program is receiving
$100,000from the comprehensive fee to coy
er inflation, according to Rauch.
An additional $90,674 is going to athletics
to supplement the program's budget and to
pay for an increase in hockey tickets, which
will be available to UMaine students free of
charge once renovations to Alfond Arena are
done,according to Ian McCaw,assistant athletic director for external affairs.
Renovations to Alfond Arena include
1,500 additional seats, of which 500 will be
available for student use. 1,500 tickets are
currently reserved for students, according to
Tom /3oeh,senior associate athletic director
for administration.
"We have a very simple formula which we
apply to the distribution of hockey tickets.
One third of all available tickets are reserved
for students. There will be 1,500 more tickets
so 500 will go toward students, Boeh said.
McCaw said the renovations to Alfond
Arena will cost around $4 million.
McCaw said he wasn't exactly sure where
the $90,674 would be spent, but that it: is
attributable to the increase in hockey tickets.
Student services will receive$50,000from
the comprehensive fee, $23,000 of which is
going to substance abuse services for an educator's salary, $2,600 is going to commuter

services,$5,000 is going to international student programs,$9,000is going toward Maine
Bound,$7,000 is going to the HelpLine,and
$3,400 has yet to be distributed,according to
Dwight Rideout,assistant vice president and
dean of student services.
A sum of $200,000 from the comprehensive fee is in &SC1DVI for future student center
construction, according to Rauch
Rauch said the Memorial Union was built
for a student population of 3,0(10 students,
UMaine currently has an enrollmentofaround
13,000.
The comprehensive fee was instituted by
UMaine PresidentDale Lick,accordingto Rauch.
The fee started at $200 per year in fiscal
year 1988,where it remained for the next three
years. For fiscal year 1991 thefee increased to
$256 per year. For fiscal year 1992 the fee will
be $276 per year, according to Rauch.
Not all UMaine students have to pay the
comprehensive fee, according to Rauch.
"The ground rules we've useilon it(comprehensive fee) is everybody in Maine pays
it," Rauch said.
Ifa student has an internship outside ofthe
state of Maine they do not have to pay the
comprehensive fee but all students within
Maine have to pay the fee
"If you are doing an internship in Washing
ton D.C. you don't have to pay," Rauch said.
"However if you have an internship in
Millinocket you have to pay," Rauch said.
How much of the comprehensive fee students have to pay depends on the number of
credit hoursthey are taking,according to Rauch.
"For five credit hours and fewer you don't
have to pay anything. Between six and 11
credit hours you pay half. For 12 and above
you pay the whole works," Rauch said.
The comprehensive fee for the fiscal year
1992 will provide $2,590,001 to the university, according to a pamphlet showing the distribution plan for the comprehensive fee obtained from Rauch.

Apartments for Fall
Walking distance
to Campus
866-2516

Charles Rauch, director of financial management at UMaine, says comprehensive
fees are "very common in universities."(Photo by Scott LeClair.)

Unofficial referendum results
Increase in Activity Fee
Yes
No

Amendment to Student
Govt. Constitution

351
485

Yes
No

704
127

Institution of yearbook fee
Yes
No

137
699

Results do not include 10 absentee ballots. See the story in Monday's MAtine
Campus for official results.
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If you have borrowed through the Stafford
Loan (GSL) or Supplemental Loan for Students
(SLS) programs, you are required to attend
an exit loan counseling session prior to
your graduation this May. Loan counseling
sessions will be offered at the following times:
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Monday, April 24 at 3:15 p.m.
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Monday,April 29 at 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 30 at 7:00 p.m.
All sessions will be held in
120 Little Hall

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
NOTE: If you have borrowed from both the
Perkins NDSL program AND the Stafford GSL
you need nnly attend one session
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Memorial Union rooms to be sm

Smokers who frequent the Memorial
Union's Bumps Room will have to go outsi
de
to light up after May 13.
For the few who use the last remainin
g
smoking room in the union, it will mean
yet another anti-smoking action on
campus.
After the Bear's Den no-smoking policy
took effect after Christmas break two
years
ago,the BumpsRoom provided the last warm
,
dry haven for smokers.
The decision to ban smoking from the

Bumps Room was made by the Memo
rial
Union Council,headed by David Rand,ARso
ciate Dean of Student Activities.
The Bumps Room housed two ventilation
systems that recycled and tried to clean the
air.
There have been many complaints about
the
system from "people who use the room
and a
huge number of people who don't
smoke,"
Rand said.
In order to "guarantee containment
of
smoke," the council estimated it would
cast
$6,000-$7,000 to install "smoke eaters."

oke free next month -

Robert Dana, substance abuse services prope
rly contain or clean the smoky air, viocoordinator,originated the idea,and later was
lated smoking laws and health dangers for
called in for consultation.
non-smokers.
Another reason cited for the decision inThe decision was unanimously accepted
cluded many non-smokers favoring a smokeat the February 25 council meeting.
free envimnment in the union. A pclItaken
in
A meeting will be held Mon., April 29 in
the union found that 85 percent of those
the 1912 Room in the Memorial Union to hear
questioned were in favor of a smoke-fre
e any opposition to the no-smoking policy in
union. Other reasons included the inability to
the Bumps Room.

Maine Day BBQ

Wift
Answer YES to these five questions;
qualify for one offour $500 schola
rships:
1. Will you be a junior or senior
in college as of Sept. 1991?
2. Are you majoring in business
management, marketing or a
related field?
3. Are you a Maine resident?

Students line up for lunch in the Stea
m Plant parking lot for a Maine Day
barbeque, which was free for anyone
who participated in the ('lean-up
efforts.
(Photo by Tim Boyd.)

Read The Maine Campus.
U. M.
20th Century Music Ensemble
Don Stratton, Director

4. Do you have a GPA of 2.5 or
better?
5. Are you a full-time student?

Bangor Mall is awarding four $500
Scholarships through theJoseph
Unobskey Memorial Scholarship Fu
nd.
Entry Deadline is Sept. 30, 1991
Full information is available at the Bang
or
Mall Customer Service Booth

mai

April 27 8:00 p.m.
Maine Center For The Arts
Featuring: Jazz, Blues, Salsa, Fusion
,
Confusion and What Is Hip?
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International community on the rise at UMaine
By Jennifer Boutin
Special to The Campus
Over the past five years, there has been a
nearly 400 percent increase in the number of
international students at the University of
Maine.
In the 1990-91 academic year, there are
approximately 460international students visiting UMaine, up from the 125 international
students in 1985
Representing 82 countries, these students
cOntribute to the mission of the institution,
which,according to International Student Advisor Nancy Anchors,is to provide an academic and social education to all of those enrolled.
Perhaps one of the greatest resources for
an international student is the International
Student Advisor. This advisor can provide
information and counseling about academic,
*al and financial matters,such as universiprocedures, personal problems or even
iiformation about renting an apartment
! Anchors said International Student Services, a division of Student Affairs,sponsors
an orientation class for new international stu
dentseach sernester The class deals with such
tcipics as culture shock and tries to explain all
aspects of the university.
ISS is an organization whose main objective is fostering a better cultural understanding between American and international students. The group seeks to involve students in
various extra-curricular activities so they will
net a variety of people. Among the things
155 does is arrange for students to speak about
their cultural heritage.
In mspuim to the recent situation in the
Persian Gulf,the requestsforspealcers
"Requests were coming from everywhere

for students to speak about the Gulf," Anchors
said."We couldn't provide speakers for all of
them because our kidsjust didn't have the time."
When international students arrive in the
United States, they are confronted with a
culture which is most likely different from
their own.Problemsinclude basic differences
in verbal as well as non-verbal communication, different value systems and "simple
things" such as the proper way to operate a
telephone.
To illustrate this point, Anchors cites the
example of a student arriving in the United
States. This student was in Washington D.C.
and needed directions in order to find his way
through the city He was shocked to find he
couldn't ask for directions — because everyone was in automobiles. In his country, people walk or ride bicycles.
"They would think nothing of walking
from here to Bangor," Anchors said.
For international students, it may be very
difficult to adjust to the American way of life.
"Americans appeared very rushed," Anchors said."In our country you always have to
be doing something to be a friend"
French student Francois 011ivary agreed
with this notion,as he classified Americans as
"uptight."
Lack of familiarity with the American
way of life may cause "culture shock" which
is depicted in several stages by a Syracuse
University and Mount Holyoke College International Student handbook.
• The first stage is when the individual is
excited about all that is new. This is often
referred to as the "Honeymoon" phase.
Second is the stage of classic "Culture
Shock," in Which the individual is aware of
the differences around him and begins to

question how to fit into the new society. This
is when the language barrier tends to become
a problem.
Most students are proficient in English
when they come to the United States. If they
do not pass the Test of English as a Foreign
Language, they are required to attend the
Intensive English Institute and take a class to
help them grasp the language better.
Even if an International Student has mastered English courses,there still may be difficulty when confronted with the language
Mirielle Reboud, an visiting student from
Francecites"the expressionsand the accents"as
the mast difficult part to understanding English.
01li vary added,"the firstthree days(in the
United States), I always had a headache."
The next stage is referred to as "Surface
Adjustment." The individual is not able to
understand and expresssomeofthe differenc-

es and begins to feel comfortable in their new
surroundings.
The adjustment process often occurs faster if American students are involved.
"Some (international students)click with
their group,"said Rebecca Melvin,a Resident
Assistant in Estabrooke Hall,a residence hall
comprised of 60 percent international students. "If they interact with U.S. students,
they adjust faster," she said.
Even though individuals may seem well
adjusted in their new homes, they can still
ex periencesome ofthe old feelings when new
situations arise
According to the handbook, one way to
overcome culture shock is to take control of
the environment. Some suggested ways of
accomplishing this include taking up a hobby,
making new friends and increasing language
proficiency.

Today is the final day to
submit applications for the
position of Assistant
Business Manager for The
Maine Campus. If you have
any questions, please call
581-1272.
r.-
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Pre-Departure Orientation
Friday, April 26, 2:30 to 5:00p.m.
Lown Room, Memorial Union

Allstudents who expect or hope to study abroad
this summer or next academic year should
attend this valuable session.
I MEET RETURNED STUDENTS AND GET GOOD
ADVICE TIPS AND LOTS OF USEFULINFORMATION

Among topics to be discussed:
Administrative procedures for transfer credits
Culture shock
Finances while abroad
Health issues
Passports and student visas
Travel, and much, much inure

Bring your questions!
THERE IS STILLTIME MANIA FOR NEXT YEAR.
For more information contact: Study Abroad,
206 Roger Clapp Greenhouses, phone: 581-1585

EXHIBITION
AND SALE
AIRER ICA 14
EUROPE/114 OR IElitTAL
PRIlitTS
FRIDAY
APRIf 26
10:00 - 4:30

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE MUSEUM OF ART

Arranged By
Marson Galleries Ltd.
Hunt Valley, Maryland
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in cooperation with

The Maine Campus

presents:

y
l
v
i
s
d
r
e
b
bli
ot
XIX
April 27th, Bumstock Field
12 noon 'til Midnight

In Order ofAppearance
TRIBAL CALLING
MOONLIGHT COFFEE CuP BAND
27 WISHES
RIO BISBEE BAND
BUNJFEPOETS
11=1111•111•1111111111111111111•1111

MICHAEL POWERS AND THE POWDERKEG

BAND

FROM FOUR TH,LATE
111111111111111111111•11111111MMI11111111=111.111.1111•1

111

KINSMEN RIDGE RUNNERS

Come Skankin'
Bumstock Eve, Friday, April 26th
7 pm Bumstock Field with:

FAMILY JIVE DOG
TRIBAL CALLING

TOOTS AND THE MAYTALS
NAD.ACTIN
E (.:1 I,I I RU

More Information
Call 581-1840

In cooperation with: A.S.A.P.,
TUB, ROC,
WMEB and the Comprehensive
Vee Committee
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Quality and approaches make art show strong

By Nicole lando
Staff Writer

,w is the best we've ever had,and this year
Lewis attributed the success of the art the works as "though
t provoking."
exception,-said Mike Lewis,chair of the students to the work of
strong faculty mem"I love most of the paintings, and Cheryl
1)epartment of Art.
bers. "It's a real tribute to the faculty who are Walton is an
An American flag made with rows of
excellent artist," Emerine said.
"I've seen a lot ofstudentshows including teaching problem stating
and problem solvstamps on a Milv.aukee s Best beer box.
Lewis
was
pleased with the large turnout at
A graduate-level shows at various institutions ing(techniques
)as well asjust technicalskills," the opening night of the
white bust with a zippered mouth. A clay
exhibit. "It's really
throughout New England and the United he said.
loafer transformed into a peanut.
wonderful when there's a large crowd,"he said.
States," Lewis said,"and I think this student
In praising the an students, Lewis described
Acrylic paintings,freestanding sculptures, show
Many students have brought family and
is right up there with the best of them." them as"tremendously
energetic and willing to friends to see the exhibit, providing a "friend
charcoal sketches, and graphite drawings
Lewis remarked about the quality of the take risks to discover express
ive
greeted viewers at the University of Maine
ly,
support
ive,
excitin
enviro
g
nment
for
stuartwork in this year's show.
I think the feeling someone would get by dents and faculty
Museum of Art's annual juried student art
to be in."
"I'm really excited about the quality of looking through both gallerie
s, both floors, is
show on April 18.
Lisa Park, assistant director at UMMA,
work students are producing and the diversity one of exuberance and
provocation," he said. also commented on the large turnout. She
Faculty and students responded to the of approac
said
hes to making artistic statements,"
After walking through the galleries, Beth 300 to 400 people
show with enthlisiasm."Every year I think the
were
in
attenda
nce.
he said.
Er' nerine, a sophomore philosophy major,
agreed with Lewis'assumption by describing
See OPENING on page 11
s 0

Benefit auction for international
understanding to be held Saturday
Carpenter
Staff Writer
By jINS

At 7 p.m. there will be a silent auction and
pianist Ginger Yang Hwalek will perform. A
live auction will follow.
Few people can change the world.
"The auction is the major fundraiser for
In 1946, Doris Twitchell Allen began to. the organiz
ation," said Chris Campbell,aucAfter seeing the effects of World War II, tion coordinator
Allen believed there had to be a better way
Proceeds from the benefit auction will go
to interact with other countries than going towardsscholar
ships and the 1993Doris Allen
to war.
Village.
With the creation of the Children's Inter"Ten percent of the money raised this year
national Sumner Villages,Inc., Allen started goes into scholar
ships for children in this
a peace movement involving children.
area,"- Campbell said.
CISV brings children together from dif"The scholarships are for those children
ferent countries and allows them to experi- that may not be able
to afford traveling exence one another's cultures.
penses," said Anchors.
Since it's establishment,CISV has grown
"It's great because all the money goes
rapidly and now encompasses 92 countries. right back into CISV,"
Anchors said.
CISV provideschildren the opportunity to
The majority ofthe items to be auctioned off
interact with children from other countries, were donated by busines
ses and individuals.
with the hopes that if they get to know each
Housing for 1-week each in Florida and
other they will not want to fight.
New Mexico, an Old Town Canoe and a
Nancy Anchors, international student ad- catered Chinese dinner for two are
a few ofthe
visor,took a group of children to Mexico two items up for bid.
years ago.
"It's been a tremendous amount of gener"It was wonderful,"she said. "You get 13 osity on the part of businesses and
individucountries together with nothing in common, als," Campbell said.
but withinone weekthey become best friends."
"People have been very open and giving
"It's amazing," Anchors added.
when it comes to these opportunities," AnIn order to continue providing this educa- chors added.
tional service for the children,a lot of money
There are also smaller items like honey,
is required
handcrafts and baseball cards which will be
On Sat„ April 27, CISV will hokl its Sixth included in the auction.
Annual International Cafe and Benefit Auc)ne delegation is offering housekeeping
tion in the Memorial Union's Damn Yankee. seavices," Anchors said.
mlim mom mom gm
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Grand Opening
of the

GOLDSMITH's
Sporting Goods

OUTIET STORE
50-70% OFF EVERY DAY
NAME BRAND
-ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
-ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
-SPORTS APPAREL
New Inventory Received every week
from our state-wide retail stores
-Closeouts
-Discontinued items
-Salesmen's Samples
-One ofa kind items
10 N. Main St. Old Town
9:30 - 5:00 p.m. Mon-Fri
10:00 - 2:00 Saturday
Closed Sunday
827-2723

Buy 1 Get
1 FREE

RIM. MSS.

LASAGRA SrA< MY Ill and SAL Ar"

Buy One Small Pizza, Get One
of Equal Or Lesser Value For FREE

011

Announcing the

Limit three topor „..
Lynn one coupon per
Erpi rrs May 31.

SW

•

per utsv

'AIM Niel 111•111 NMI 11111111

Pizza Oven
154 Park Street
Orono
866-5505
Dine-In Take-out Delitkiy Beer on

Tap

The Doc
.1(nows Rock/
and reggae, and bluegrass,
and"fork and'jazz and blues, andfunk
andnew age,andoldies, andcfasskai,an
country, andzydeco, and. . .
Dr. Wrcords -20 Main, Orono - 866-7874
We stilt have tri,tfor Fikw, Living Colour.

•
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Listen to' us

Editorial,

l 26, 1991

T

he University of Main
e System Thursday we
before the Legislature'
nt
s Joint Standing Commit
tee on Appropriations in an atte
mpt to prevent what co
uld easily
become the death blow
for the University of Ma
ine System.
The idea of hitting th
e UMaine System with
a $30
million cut has been ba
ntered around the hallow
ed halls of
our capitol building as
of late.
That, simply put, woul
d cripple this institution
beyond
repair. The last four ye
ars of progress would
me
lt
away in
one fell swoop of the
red pen.
Chancellor Robert Wood
bury and UMaine Presid
ent Dale
Lick did their bestto pres
ent that case to the commit
tee,pointing
out that massive layoffs(p
ossibly up to one-fourth
ofUMaine's
work force alone),equall
y huge tuition hikes(in on
e scenario,
up to a single 25 percent
hike), and lost student serv
ices would
be the only way to resp
ond to such a huge cutbac
k.
The committee listened
— hut we wonder if they
heard.
Throughout the meetin
g,there was talk of UMai
ne
being
top-heavy with administ
rators. There was talk
of reducing
the number of cars in th
e system's fleet. There
rhet*o*ric (reeer ik)
wa
1. a) the
s also talk
of compensating presid
art or science of using
ents with housing:
anybody that they suspec
wordseffect of enThese things can all reflec
tively in speaking or wri
ga
ging in questionable
ting; esp.,
t savings,true — hut they
deeds.
aren't now, the art or science of
the difference between th
Think about that when you
literary
e $15 million cut the UMai
're
drivcom
position, particularly
ne System
says it can take and the
ing home from anything.
in prose,
Bu
$30 million others woul
t,
they
inc
luding the use of fig
d like to see.
must have had a go
ures of
If the Legislatune can
od reason.
speech, b)skill in this,
put down its weapons
They're the smart gu
c)a treatise
and see this
issue for what it is, we'l
ys that are
or book on this; 2. art
l all be better off. This
the
re to ensure our rights.
ifi
cia
l
elo
isn
't
a case of quence;show
"greedy administrators
iness and
I was excited to read in
versus the people of Ma
the paine," it's a in language or litera elaboration
case of the future of Ma
per
ry
on Monday that Geo
sty
le.
ine being threatened.
Bu
sh is
Jes
se
Jackson spoke to the
taking the constitution
We urge the Legislat
stual bull by
ure to acknowledge th
den
ts
an
d could have been the
the horns, smoothing out
e fragile
financial nature of the
king
all the
UMaine System,and to
of rhetoric. He could
misunderstandings.
ha
ve
sp
given a hassle to be
are it from
the political bickering
ever vigilant. It's a
seminar on the elabor
that has torn up other
At a roundtable discus
ation of lan- drag to
state govern- guage,
sion —
ke
ep
ment arms in this budget
up
with all the con- soun
or
the impact of artificia
crisis. Spare usfrom the
ds like the stuff of legend
l
fus
ing
det
ails of government op
s—
death blow, eloquence.
and protect this state's
- with religious rep
future.(DHV)
orters, he said
eration.
With the same

The art ofrhetoric and

free speech

that some of the tactic
old things that
How can one person,
of AIDS
you've heard time and
especial- activists
time again, ly a studen
are
"a
n
ex
ce
ss
of free
t with Cale, Che, Eng,
he could have sounde
speech." How creative!
d in you the Hty an
I
d
tho
Se
ught
x on her/his mind, be
call to dinner, the call
that free speech was on
to the bath- bogged
e of those
down with the stuff
room, the call to re
of things that you eit
member the democr
her have or you
atic proces-s and the
thousand time that yo
tedi- don't.I'm gla
u've heard urn of rea
d
he
lm
s taken it upon
l
world consequences?
the Beatles' tunes, the
himself to straighten out
Grateful Maybe wit
t could not have been a mo
that mess.
h
little sur
Dead
re perfect day for Main
guess that a little free sp
e Day. pla ,or some authority figure ex- whole thing will go renders the
Under blue skies and su
eech can
in what you
away, be
mmer-like temperatur
es, stu- and he should need. But he didn't, a guardian spirit, be benevo like go a long way, and you wouldn't
dents, faculty and admi
lent, want to overdo
n't have.
nistrators pealed off
it.
be appeased.
their winter
layers and got together
The difference betwee
It must be that Jesse Jac
n the Rev.
for a little rest and rela
I
hat
e
to
kson,
be
a
xation.
Jackson and,say,Presid
stick-in-the-mud, An
This year's campus part
ent Bush's but it doe
gela Davis, Caspar
icipation in service proj
Wei
sn'
nli
t
wo
ergrk that way. The er,
ects and reheated education speech is the folks
activities was consiste
all those gay people,e ver
tha
t,
y
nt with last year's numb
by
ne
wsho
ok or by crook, pap
er of approx- responsibility of the zudience.
er that comes to mind
imately 3,200 people.
en
d
up
in
,
qui
ch
ar
te
ge
a
of things tend to fe
Jesse Jackson involves
w professors, and a sl
individ- look after the
ew
Clean-up projects we
of
ir
oth
ow
uals. Instead of rel
n butts and miss
re underway througho
ut the day strength of well-h ying on the out on being ever vigilant to our ers, haven't heard the news.
across campus and in
eeled cliches, he nee
At least the Student
the towns of Orono an
ds.
Governd Old Town.
challenges you to beco
Maine Day has existed
me
me
a
nt
par
at this university has led
t
of
If
since 1935 when Univer
it'
s
a
dra
the
g
the
to
process. He points a lin
you, imagine way.
sity of
Maine President Arthur
ger at all how someon
You won't he,ar them
out
Hauck declared that a
e
els
fre
e
of
e
fee
us and empowers us
ls about look- spea
day was to be
With the ing after
king all over the place.
set aside for faculty, ad
you
r
AN
res
D
pon
his/her intersibility of democracy
ministrators and stud
The governor of Virgin
ents to get
ests. It's like a fairyt
together outside of th
ia, L.
Involvement versus apa
ale gone had Doug
e formal setting of the cl
thy
las Wilder,has propos
.
Th
e
wh
en
assroom.
you stop believing tha
ed
that
premise that moves Jes
Today,though the purp
t the his state begin
se Jackson represent
ose ofthe day is the same
drug testing all the
ati
ves
tha
is
t
the
wa
,
Ma
nd
fo
unding principle of
ered into state's col
ine
Day has come under fir
our government pos
lege students, every
e. There are some peop
itions have the in- gle
Sinle who think country.
the idea of Maine Day is
on
e,
for
drug usage. Not a bad
tui
tio
n
to
fig
tiseles.s and that students
ure
out
wh
To
at
ign
you want, call. We
ore the system.to remo
take offout
ve when you woul
don't do drugs, and if
of town for the day inst
d rather not be bothone's selffrom partic
we
ead of participating in
ipa
do, we shouldn't. Jus
tio
n in the ered. How
the events; - govern
others say the day is
t
sa
y
ca
no
n
.
the
y
hea
me
r
nt
what you
is an act
an interruption in the
It's not a bad idea for
educational a surrender when of choice. It is are not even saying over the bang
the govsystem at UMaine and
on
e
er
ch
nm
oo
ent to step in and help
see it as a waste of a da
ses to ing that big
us lead
bus
for
ine
y
ego
in
ss
the
wh
do
ic
es at the cleaner,m
opportunity to be heard
students could be learni
h
ore productive lives. Th
door?
ng.
and offers up the rig
e
ht of self-degovernment is suppos
Students need Maine Da
But, what the heck. We
ed to watch
termination as a sacrif
y. The faculty and admi
'v
e got out for my int
ice.
nistrators need Maine Day. Main
the protection.of the
erests, and it is in my
It removes the stigma
constitution intere
e Day is our day - it tells
of
sts to be within the law
re- and the Bill of
usspring sponsibility
is (at last) here, and it let
and at
Rights, and the
for the
s us relax and prepare fo
r the final one's life and ha governing of Miranda law and a whole gob of my peak worthiness at all times.
crunch-time of the seme
nds it over to the la
ster.
I'll just shut up, stand
.
ws that look out for the
in line
arbitrary powers that be:
little guy, and pee
.
Keep Maine Day alive.It'
It
is
a
litt
in the cup. Maybe it woul
le like we are right
s the one thing left for the
dea
d
no
th
w.
for
It'
one
s
ok
's
ay be a good idea
First Amendment tha
udents
and faculty which cannot be
to identify all those
t the Supreme Court
touched by the budget
rights
has
jus
t excess free speake
axti.(ECH)
decided that the police
rs,too. Then we
But, heh, that's all rig
can pursue, would
ht It's a apprehen
know who not to stand
d and generally has
next
sle to in line.
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The Writing Center aids students of all
disciplines in the art of written rhetoric
By Nicole Zando
Verbatim Staff Writer
Collaborative learning Is a key goal at The Writing Center, said Harvey Kail, associate professor of
English and former center director.
"Students get an opportunity to talk about their
writing and get some feedback from an informed
peer and/or from faculty members," said Kail, who
teaches English 395, the training ground for future
writing tutors.
Tutors at the center, who are not necessarily
English majors, try to help students work together,
share their knowledge and information and their
critical perspective, he said.
The Writing Center, which opened in 1980,
helps students from all disciplines who need help
writing lab reports, literary essays and history papers.
"Writers work together even when they work
alone, which is kind of a paradox," Kail said, "but
most people who publish, whether it's fiction,
articles or essays, share their work with their colleagues to get another point of view on their work."
Writing center facilitators encourage and promote cooperative learning rather than competitive
means.
"We talk about it (student writing) and try and
figure things out togethet instead of competing
with each other," Kail said.
Is the writing center successful in meeting the
needs of students?
"Definitely," said center i
or Janis Pendleton.
"One of the reasons I think it is so successful and
so important is it gives students another resource
for getting feedback and iniproving their writing,"
she said.
While teachers offer feidback, criticism and a
grade, the peer gives another type of feedback,
Pendleton said.
She described the tutor/student relationship as
being "on the same level."
Carolyn Turmel, a senor English major and
writing center tutor for thtee semesters, said students get "some good feedback from people who
know, and even if they clon't know, they have
access to information," she; said.
"One of our focuses is to be a peer, a fellow
student, looking at these papers and giving feedback at what we see," she
Turmel said the tutors offer suggestionson "what's
good and what needs a little improvement," but
added, "we're students, we're not faculty."

Junior Michell Roy (left)gets help from senior Art Beecher, one orThe Writing Center's unsung heroes. Photo by
Scott LeClair, Verbatim staff
She described the writing center as informal,
very laid-back and 'very helpful.
"We want to help," Turmel said.
According to Turmel, the writing center facilitators also participate in conferences and programs at
other universities across the country.
Turmel will participate in the next conference
titled "Learning to Trust Adversity," scheduled for
the fall of 1991 at the University of Vermont. She
will be joined by a group of five or six other tutors.
In addition, Turmel actively promotes the writing center by voluntarily talking to classes about
the center. The main emphasis of the writing center, however, remains on helping students learn
about writing from their peers.
"So often students get a paper back from a teacher with comments, and then they never talk about
those ideas in the paper again," Pendleton said.
"Often students don't get a chance to ask questions while working on a papes."
Pendleton said students usually bring a rough
draft of a paper to the center for students to offer
suggestions about.
With hectic schedules, some students often do

not have the quintessential element of time.
"Students don't always have that luxury. I know,
having been one," Pendleton said with a smile.
Students, however, can come to the writing
center to brainstorm for paper ideas before or
during the writing process.
Carl Clay, a senior double major in journalism
and Spanish, said, "When I went to the writing
center, I had a creative writing class and I went for
some feedback on my story."
Clay said she benefited from the experience
"because they(the tutors) were people who weren't
connected with me or my story and who could give
me an unbiased opinion."
Talking about her piece with a writing center
tutor gave Clay additional confidence in her writing ability, and she recommended that students
take advantage of the writing center.
The writing center "provides a service people
can't find anywhere else," Pendleton said.
The Writing Center is located in 402Neville Halland
is open days: Monday—Fridayfrom 9a.m. to noon, 14 p in. and evenings: Monday—Thursday 7-9 p.m.
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'Mortal Thoughts' a super-thriller
Willis gives charismatic,
upsetting performance

Mortal Thoughts
Rated R: swearing, violen
ce, attempted rape, drug use.
*** 1/2(out of four stars)

range of qualities, from vulner
ability
to grit, and mix them togeth
er to
create a complex character.
I'm also
sure Moore's good performance
here
was also fueled by the ambition
The potential for me to have a
and
pos- belief she had in this
film, which she
itive bias toward this film Was
existent also co-produced.
long before Columbia Pictur
es ever
The plot, alas, is nothing to wri
released it.
te
home about. Glenn Headly's cha
I am a big fan of Bruce Willis,
rac
des- ter,Joyce Urbansky, is tor
mented day
tined to spend the rest of my life
in a after day with having to
live with her
movie theater, laughing at hts
wise- brutal husband James.
She
is a hairass comments and hypnotize
d by his dresser and he is a big
nothing who
dramatic intensity
steals money from her beauty
Given that, it is with great pra
parlor
ise so he can feed his irrepres
sible drug
that I say"Mortal Thoughts"is
a super habit.
thriller, not because it contains
a charJames is a violent man — he
ismatic and upsetting performan
hits
ce by her at her own weddin
g reception and
Willis, although it does, but
because beats on her at a loca
l carnival one
his character is killed off in the
first 20 night and it is pretty
much believed
minutes, and from there the mov
ie is by Joyce and her friend
Cynthia that lam
superb at standing on its ow
es(Bruce Willis)is an unwelcome add
n two the world would be
ition to the party when he insists on
a better place his
feet.
joining
wife, Joyce (Glenne Head!)', left) and
without him.
her best friend, Cynthia (Demi Moo
Its excellence can comefrom a
re)
, on
thei
nig
r
ht
out
numtoge
ther in "Mortal Thoughts," a Columb
It's at this point where Jam
ber of reasons. One possible
ia Pictures release.
es is
one is found murdered in the
back of a van
that performance of Demi Moo
re as one night, with his
thr
oat slashed.
Cynthia Kellogg, a woman fac
With the exception of a few ann
ed with The movie, told in fla
oy- utes is.
shback by Demi ing slow-moti
some pretty nasty choices to
on sequences, this is a
make in Moore, who's bei
A total surprise,the impetuous tur
ng
que
sti
order to help her friend Joyce,
oned on first-rate thriller wit
n
h Demi Moore's of the fil
played videotape by a Detect
m's events in the last few
ive
Joh
by Glenn Headly, who is at the
n Woods best performance
so far, Glenn Head- scenes, has
mercy (played well by Harvey
you fooled because the
Keitel) at the ly's tough por
of her violent and sadistic hus
trayal of a battered wife who
band local police station,
le
tim
e
foc
you
use
were watching Mortal
s
on the faced with the label
(Willis).
of being a murder- Thoughts,
loyalty between the two friend
you
tho
ught it was merely a
Moore obtained world-wide
s and er, and Bruce Willis' sca
fame how far one of them will
ry account of dramatic thri
go to protect a sociopath.
ller that could be taken
with her portrayal of the mou
rning the other and themse
at face value.
lves.
Molly in last year's highest-gros
While the framework of the
sing
The movie offers a lot of sus
mov
It isn't.
box office hit, Ghost, but thi
pense ie's story may not be
s is the and intense interacti
anything to write
on between all of home about,
movie that shows us she can
the sudden twist of plot
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Head spins: the best new record
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'Our Town'looks at the past
By 1Kristy Marriner
Verbatim Staff Writer

"Our Town" is one of America'
s
most famous plays, portraying life
in
a small New England town. Though,
written in 1938, it still has a
wide
appeal, especially in this area.
"'Our Town' has never gone awa
y
in its 50-odd years of life," said Norman Wilkinson, professor of thea
ter
and director of Maine Masque's performance of the play, which ope
ned
last evening in the first of four showings to be presented this weekend.
Thornton Wilder won a
Pulitzer
prize for "Our Town," and the
play
has been performed professionally
and
also at schools throughout the cou
ntry.
"Our Town" is set in the fictitio
us
town of Grover's Corner, NH. It
deals
with life of the common smal
l-town
people,"from birth, growing up,
marriage, to death — all in two hour
s,"
Wilkinson said.
"It deals with hometown peop
le
who gossip a little, but care for
each
other and their town," he said.
"Our Town is the traditional Ame
rican play," said Aynne Ames,
associate director. Ames is a non-traditio
nal From left: David M.C. Petty, Joseph Rits
ch, Aaron Jones, Kerry Campbell, Lesl
student who owns her own sum
ie Gamble and Susan Allen of"Our
mer running at Hauck Auditorium.
Town,' now
theater and has returned to the
University of Maine to earn her degr
ee in the biggest challenge
has been the son said.
theater. She brings 30 years of acti
ng pantomime involved.
theater artist Elena Bourakovskaya.
experience to the play.
He told a story about one scen
e
"Our Town" doesn't rely on prop
It was a real challenge for her as
s where a student needed to
a
"It is about old-fashioned standard
suggest Russian to come here
s abd scenery to tell the story.
and do someIn fact using a lawn mower.
and family values," Ames said.
He reached thing.so very Amer
"In a the only props used will be
ican," Wilkinson
12 chairs, down and mimed pull
gentle way it makes us realize
ing
a cord to said.
why two benches, and two tables.
Every- start a gas mower. The pro
those values are important."
blem with
thing else is suggested through pant
Maine Masque will be giving worko- that action was that there were
"So many people recognize it,"
no gas shops before the performa
mime.
nce on Frimowers in 1904, when the play take
Wilkinson said. It has substance and
s day to local high school stud
Sinks had pumps during that time
ents,
, place, only push ones. It was a chal
characters we care for. It's got a repu
- many of whom read the play as
- and everything was done manually
part of
. lenge for the actors to get used
tation."
to.
their curriculum.
It presents a challenge for the acto
rs.
Costumes for the play were co-deWilkinson said this factor also
The cast of"Our Town"includes 22
"They need to actually feel the obsigned by Jane Snider, assodate promakes the play harder to direct. But
ject or it won't be believable," Wilkinfessor of theater, and visiting Soviet
See OUR TOWN on page V4

Chorale culls members from all majors

By Kristy Marriner
Verbatim Staff Writer

uate students who are mostly non rector of the group. He is a music
Another piece is "Thy Will Be
music majors.
major, and admitted he had neve
r
Don
e," by Joyce Eileen Filers. It is a
The group does not hold auditions sang
at all five years ago.
A fantastic voice isn't needed to be and
musi
cal version of the Lord's Prayer.
is open to students of any major
The group is more informal than
part of the University of Maine Colle- who
"Ou
r major piece is John Rutter's
are interested in singing. The othe
r university singing groups, Wil- 'Glo
giate Chorale. Just an interest in sing- chor
ria,
' with organ accompaniment,"
ale is directed by Barbara Erank- liams
said, and has a "low- pressure Will
ing, and the desire to have a little fun. lin,
iams said. "It is a very challenga graduate student majoring in atmo
sphere."
The chorale is made up of approx- choral
ing piece in three movements."
conducting.
"The focus is not only on the singunately 110 graduate and undergrad"'Gloria' is great," Adams said. "It
Daniel Williams is the assistant di- ing,
but on having a good time," he star
ts off with a big opening, goes to a
said. "It is a very positive experience."
soft middle and ends up with an eve
n
Jason Adams, a junior computer
bigger finish."
science major who participates in the
The UMaine Women's choir and
chorale just for the fun of it, said
, the Chamber Choir will also be per"Collegiate Chorale is the only chance
forming Sunday. They are smaller
I get to sing.(University) Singers just
groups of students from the chorale
takes too much time."
"who lust love to sing."
The chorale will be performing at
Shawna Haley, a first-year music
the First Methodist Church in Bangor
major, is a member of all three groups./
this Sunday, April 28, at 7 p.m. The
She finds singing in the smaller groud
concert is free to the public.
even more rewarding because of the
During their concert, the chorale pers
onal attention and the chance to
will be performing folk music,spiritubecome closer to other singers, espeals, and other 20th century pieces.
cially those who are not music maThey will also be singing "Three Love- jors.
ly Ballads" by Mulholland. The balThe women's choir is made up of
lads are Irish folk songs, and the lyrics about
10 women who meet one half
Oty ofMaine Collegiate Chorale during are from Robert Burn
s
poe
ms
set
to
fin Boyd,. Verbatim staff
music.
See CHORALE on page V4
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Our charge to those we leave

el

Several things happen
each year to
signal the beginning of
spring at the
University of Maine.
The baseball team opens
its season
with a strong winning
streak; the stress
level on campus increases
100 percent,
brought on by the crush
of projects,
papers and exams; and
the graduating
seniors at The Maine Camp
us each take

behind

John
Begin
turns saying tearful goo
d-byes and
thank you's,in available
column space,
to all of the people wh
o helped make
their years at UMaine ha
ppy and memorable ones.
Some of the same tra
ditions have
continued this year. The
baseball team
is currently sporting a
17-game winning streak,after poundi
ng the Husson
Braves and sweeping a
doubleheader
on Maine Day.
Thecollective stress level
has jumped
several notches as studen
ts have entered the storm before the
storm. Tem- Members ofthe class
of 1990 celebrate their gra
pers are flaring, moods
duation from UMatne at las
are swinging, be repeated in two
t May's commencement cer
wee
ks. Photo by Doug Vanden
and it's often better to
emony, a scene sure to
veide, Verbatim staff
know how to
duck than it is to know ho
w to rational- variety of
ways.
ize.
with massive budget cuts
For
the
which have Campus.
most part, we have bee
One tradition that will not
n already started to deplet
continue, successful in
e
the
university
however, are the sappy
our attempts. We adAnd while you're lookin
good-bye col- dressed
system of its vast resour
g for stuthe
ces
pro
.
umns. In lieu of the far
You will dent leaders,
blems facing us and did
don'tforget Dave Howard
ewell column, the best
also be faced with the los
we could to solve them.
s of a president and Dal
however,I would like to tak
e Young, presidents of the
and subsequent changes
e the opporSome problems,such as
Inin UMaine's terfratem
tunity to speak to the und
rap
e,
rac
ity and Panhellenic Cou
ism
erclassmen and the
administrative structure.
ncils,
non-acceptance of others
and women on behalf on
respectively.
bethose of us cause of
While quite formidable,
their backgrounds, belief
these probwho will be graduatin
If UMaine is ever going to
s
or
g shortly from sexual
lems are not impossible one
be a truly
preferences were just too
s. To solve pluralistic
this institution.
big
for
co
th
mm
em
un
,
it
how
y,
eve
a
co
r,
us
mm
yo
to
unity
u will need a con- wh
handle alone. These wer
Know that we wish you
ere every student, facult
e prob- certed effort, on
the very best lems whos
y and staff
e which will require
e solutions that, if they
of luck in your remain
member feels accepted
were you to use and tru
ing years at ever to be
and welcome,
st the students leadreached, were many yea
U Maine and hope they wil
then changes will have
rs ers you elected. Lo
l be as happy and many
to be made.
ok
to such people as Yo
hours of work away fr
and memorable for you
u are the ones who will
om Stavms Mendros an
as ours were for being sol
make them.
d
Brent Littlefield,
ved.
us. Whether it be throug
We wish you luck, but
h our involvepre
sid
ent
an
d
vic
unf
e
We
ortunatepre
did the best we could, but
sident of Student ly,
mentin athletics,student
you will need much more
much Government,to
government, of our wo
Kur
th
an that.
t
Meletzke and Kurt Look
rk was strictly prelimina
Greek life or special-interes
ry. Anderson,president
to the future and see
t commit- You are the
wh
an
at you
d vice president woul
ones who need to contin
tees, we have taken pride
d like to accomplish,th
ue of the Off Campus
in our univer- where we
en
sta
Boa
rt the
rd, and to Bar- pro
left off. This will not be eas
sity and have sought to
cess moving in the pre
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improve it in a consid
sent. This
Harry Nadeau, presiering that you also have to
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'Our Town' provides theat

rical slice of small-tow

OUR TOWN continued
from page V4 can
cel a play because of ill
UMaine students from
ness in his
all different 21
years at UMaine.
majors, including many
newcomers
There are six lead charac
to the stage for Maine Masq
ters in the
ue. Wilkin- play,
and the largest part is "a
son said rehearsals ha
narrator
ve gone very wit
h a capital N," he said.Besi
well, and he is confident
des
those
about the seven
parts, there are many
play.
other
minor characters and so
"Actually the biggest pr
me cast memoblem I've bers ev
en play two or three of
had has been with illnes
them.
s," he said,
Wilkinson expects "Our
"but they are all holding
Town" to
up. This is do wel
l, especially with people
the hardest week." Even th
who
ough Maine recogn
ize the play. There are
Masque does not cast und
towns
erstudies, ment
ioned in the play that
Wilkinson said he has nev
do exist
er had to and tha
t New Englanders will kn
ow.

Chorale counts on enthus

A

CHORALE continued fr
om page V3
hour before chorale rehear
sals to sing
together. Thq sing mos
tly ballads
and choral music in thr
ee-part harmony.
The Chamber Choir has
approximately 16 members, wit
h four mem-

Most of all, he thinks
the audience
will relate to the charac
ters.
"You don't go to a pla
y unless you
agree with it. We take
sides with the
characters that we lik
e," Wilkinson
said. In "Our Town"the
characters are
"very moving, especi
ally near the
end," he said.
At the end of the pla
y the characters must deal with dea
th. "Death is a
part of life— we are to
uched by that
angle." Wilkinson said.
"(The audience) wil
l walk away

n America

having been touched
by it, but not
depressed (by it)."
Ames agreed. "It is
not sentimental, but nostalgic,"
she said. "It's a
great way to end the
season."
"Our Town- will be pre
sented at April
26 and 27at8p.m.an
d April 26 and 28
at 2p.m. at Hauck
Auditoriwn. Tickets
are $6 or free with a
UlAine student ID.
For more infiffmatio,
,. call the Department of Theatre/Danc
e at 581-1%2.

iasm as much as music

al ability

bers singing each vocal
part. The ful," Haley
said. "The concert wil
choir will be singing
l be
spirituals Sun- wonder
Adams agreed. "Hav
ful.The acoustics of the
day, and all of their mu
ing fun is the
church biggest rea
sic is sung a just let the
son to take chorus
sound ring."
cappella.
," he
said."This reinforces
Williams encourages
the
"We are given the
fac
t
tha
t you
stu
dents to don't ha
pitches on a attend the
ve to give up singin
concert. Besides the exc
pipe, and then we sin
g
after
el- high school or
g completely* lent musi
if you are intereste
c being performed, he sai
without accompaniment.
d
d it and have never
It is beauti- is "a lot of
tried it before— her
fun."
e's
your chance." Willia
ms said.
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Response
Homosexuality not deviant
To the editor
In reply to the anti-homosexual
editorial in the April 19 edition of
The Maine Campus,nobody is trying to deny your right to free speech.
You are as free to condemn homosexuality as the candidate for governor of Texas was to say women
should sit back and enjoy rape. Just
because I believe your statements
are bigoted doesn't mean I don't
believe you have the right to express them
In the letter, a quote from Dr.
George A. Wrecker,a professor of
neuropsychiatry, wasgiven toshow
that homosexuality is not natural.

This single quote lacks viability; it
is possible to find one "expert"
who will say almost anything.
The fact is that the causes of
homosexual tendencies have yet to
be determined. Whether these tendencies are genetically based,due
to childhood influences,or a combination of both is still an open
question. Whatever the reasons,
the fact remains that the psychological community does not consider homosexuality as deviant.
This is evidenced by the exclusion
of homosexuality from the DSM III, however, include an entry for
ego-dystonic homosexuality,
which is defined as the desire to

change one's own sexual orientation. Evidently, Dr. Wrekers is in
the minority among his colleague
in his belief that homosexuality is
unnatural
An estimated 30 percent ofteenager suicides are related to coming
to terms with the teen, their own
sexuality. It seems to me that, due
to the beliefs ingrained into them
by society, that these teenagers
have decided that it would be better to die than to commit this "sin"
is a much greater evil than anything done between two consenting adults.

Editorial Policy
Letters to the editor of
The Maine Campus
should be no longer than
250 words.
The Campus reserves the
right to edit all letters for
length, taste and libel.

Ken Boone

University needs all-male residence hall
To the editor:
I'm going to bring up a subject
in this letter that is not often addressed as needed, but I feel that
this is an issue that will not be.
taken seriously,and that is the need
for an all-male residence hall here
at UMaine.
In the fall, Hannibal Hall and
Oak Hall will be closed due to
financial necessity.
The only problem with that is
the fact that Oak Hall is the male
equivalent to Balentine Hall; the
all-female residence hall. According to the article in The Maine
Campus dated the week-end of
April 6, there is no intention of
making another "males only" residence hall on campus due to the

small number of men who do want
one.
The budget mess that this state
is in is causing many departments
to tighten their belts and make some
drastic cuts •
These cuts were bound to hit
ResLife, and that is evident in the
decision to close these two residence halls.
What I feel is a very real issue is
the lack of an all-male facility. Had
the tables been different and it was
Balentine Hall that was forced to
close, I honestly believe that
ResLife would make the effort to
proved an all-female resident hall
due to extreme social-pressure that
would ensue. Why is it different
then, for men?
It seems that sexual discrimina

No thanks to thief
To the editor:
On Wednesday, April 17,
1991,1 mistakenly forgot to pick
up my white and pink, hooded
sweat shirt with Bar Harbor on it,
when I left the gym that morning.
I would like to thank the oot
so honest person,who decided they
needed a new sweat shirt at someone die's expense,for al turning
it in to the lost and found so it's

rightful owner could have it back.
I hope someday the favor
can be returned and that something of yours, whether big or
small,is stolen by someone who
felt they needed it more than
you do.
Thanks so much for your incredible lack ofhuman decency.
An* Soule
102 Hilltop Commons

lion against men is often ignored
on this campus,and that it's not as
important as sexual discrimination
against women.
The point of this letter is not to
bicker this point, but to show that,
along with not hiving a men's curricular studies program, a men's
clinic at Cutler Health Center, a
"Men in the Curriculum"luncheon
series, we will also not be allowed
an equivalent single-sex residence
hall for those who desire it.
If that is not sexual discrimination, what is its definition'?
If people here are UNolaine want
to eliminate the problem of sexual
discrimination, we have to realize
that it is a two way street. If the
desire is there to provide housing
that will meet the needs of all the

students, then that should be the
case. An all-male section of a residence hall is not the same, and I
believe the ResLife staff at both
and Balentine would agree.
Let'sen.sure that sexual discrimination is not given circumstances
or criteria before it is said to be so.
This university considers diversity
one of its main assets.
Oak and Hannibal provided a,
change of pace,something different from the norm for the students
who chose to live there,and it is the
responsibility of ResLife to afford
those same opportunities to other
students in the futtae who wish to
take them.
Kirk Young
Orono

Vivarin ads should be stopped
To the editor:
The University of Maine encourages drug use. Recently, the
fall course selection guide came
out with a full page ad fro Vivarin
on the back cover
The message this ends to the
students attending this university
is that drug use is acceptable. Then
on April 24, The Maine Campus

ran a similar ad
While Vivarin is a legal substance, I still don't think that the
university should be promoting its
use.
The use of Vivarin or any stimulant should not be promoted as a
way to study or "to get through
those tough times." What the university should be promoting and
providing is study guides and

Committee needs input
To the editor:'
As the Bangor Campus Committee Chairperson, I am writing
to all the students who attend classes at the Bangor Campus.The purpose of this committee is to help
meet the needs of the students attending classes. In order to do this,
I need input of you, the students.
There are several ways in which
you may be able to do this, either
call me at the Student Government
Office, leave a message I will get
back to you,or if you are interested
in helping you may become a member of this committee, which des-

perately needs members.
Student Government is here to
assist you in meeting your needs,
able to do this we need
for us t
of your needs. There
to be
iiings that need to be
are Sr
done A in this committee but for
iy,s to get done we, need
these
)u are interested in behelp 1
come; fore involved, this is a
ity.
great

Angt-la M. Mini
Oft campus Senator
Chair, Bangor Campus
Committee

groups, tutors, and study skills
workshops. The ad implies that
students should use a drug instead
of working hard.
I have heard the argument that
it is better to have the students
taking a legal substance than an
illegal one, but I don't think the
university should be involved with
promoting either
. I am greatly dismayed that the
publications in question could even
consider running these ads.
Another argument I have heard
is that the publications need the
money and that if they didn't run
the ads,someone else would
To that I must say I'm sure they
could fmd financial hacking somewhere else and if someone else
were to run the ad, better that it
wasn't run at the University of
Maine.
These ads should stop immediately, and if need be, money refunded to Vivarin. The University
of Maine should not be promoting
drug use,especially in lieu of hard
work and honest effort.
Cameron Watson
Estabrooke Hall
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Japan's nuclear safety policy questi
By Mari Yamaguchi
Associated Press Writer

TOKYO (AP) — In the 25 years since
Japan acquired nuclear capability, it had
held
fast to the belief that its technology would
never fail. This year, that unbridled
confidence seems more suspect than ever.
A string of mishaps, including the country's worst atomic incident, has plagued
the
nuclear industry since February. Some
experts now believe the time has come for
the
government to stop acting as a cheerleader
for
the rapidly expanding industry and focus
its
attention of safety.
"If the current situation continues,chances are that a disastrous accident could happen

in Japan at ;my time," said Hiroak
i koide, a
nuclear scientist at Kyoto University."Ther
e
is no risk free technology"
The Japanese government has strongly
supported nuclear power ever since the first
British -designed plant opened in central Japan in 1966 The nation now has 40 plants
that generate 26 percent of the nation's electricity.
The government wants to build 15 more
by the year 20(X)for this resource-poor nation
and is spending $26 million this year, up
30
percent,to promote the use of nuclear energy.
But there has been trouble ever since Feb.
9, when a steam generator tube burst and sent
tons of radioactive water flowing from one
cooling system to another at the Mihama

Opening

from page 7

"The opener was a great success," Park
said. "Every show is an excellent illustration of both the art department's, the student's and the museum's efforts."
Park also expressed her pleasure at seeing the high level of quality, and the exploration in the students' work and their dedication in producing a large quantity of work.
"This year in particular, though, I think
we all feel, this has been one of the best
student shows we've had," Park said.
The exhibit remains at the museum until
May 3. The Satellite Gallery program,coordinated by the UMMA staff, will take selected works from the exhibit on the road for
the public to view.
Lewis applauded the efforts of the
UMMA crew ofPark,director Charles Shepard and curatorial assistant Kelley Swift.

"I think Charles Shepard and his staff
deserve a lot of credit for hanging the show
so beautifully and for the excellent reception."
The evening's events also included an
awards assembly and a live performance by
the band Family Jive Dogs.
Top art students in the areas of studio
art, art history, and art education, received
awardsof money in a small,informal awards
assembly.
Lewis said the awards assembly, which
lasted for 45 minutes, is long enough to
recognize the hard work of the students and
"short enough so nobody gets bored.
It's really fun to have the opportunity to
give students some financial assistance and
encouragement," he said."When the night's
over, you have this nice little glow."

oned

nuclear power plant in western Japan
For the first time in Japanese history, an
emergency core cooling system kicked into
action to prevent a reactor core meltdown.
Critics say the accident shows there's not
enough attention paid to safety in the industry
They say plant operators Kansai Electric
Power Co.should have heeded warnings four
years earlier, when a similar accident occurred in Virginia at another water-pressurized reactor designed by Westinghouse Electric Corp
Westinghouse and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission told Japanese utiIities about
the problem -- excessive vibration that caused
metal fatigue which led to the ruptures.
Katmai Electric studied the Virginia acci-

dent, but assumed there was no problem with
• its plants. The Japanese government took no
action."We assumed thesame problems would
not exist-in Japan,judging from the utilities'
past records"said Resource and Energy Agency official Hiranori Nakanishi.
Nuclear scientist Jinzaburo Takagi believes that had officials taken the warnings
more seriously they would have made a more
thorough inspection. "That could have enabled the utilities to find the problem" —
improperly fitted anti-vibration fittings —
that led to the Mihama accident, he said.
Industry critics also say the investigation
of the Mihama accident has highlighted the
close ties between the government and utilities.

Woodbury

from page I

"The task before y in this session is formi- Maine and
the rest of the world.
dable," Woodbury told the Legislators."Each
Woodbury also focused on the implemenday's news ... accentuates the collision be- tation
of technology as one of the UMaine
tween public need and public resources. But System
's effort to make itself"a more effecI have been impressed over and over again tive and
cost-efficient enterprise in the fuwith the capacity of this Legislature to reflect ture."
on larger purposes and provide beyond the
He used,as examples,the system's interimmediate."
active television network,the URSUS library
Woodbury pointed to research and public integration system
which currently connects
service often in his speech, highlighting the all system
libraries, and will soon include the
accomplishmentsofseveral efforts acruss the State Librar
y and Law Library,and efforts to
system to improve the standard of living for increase compu
ter-aided instruction.

Remember look BOTH ways
before crossing the street.
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$38.73*

IBM PS/2 30-286
80286'woeeast)r
IBM Memory
30MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive

-(1.44mg)
IBM mouse
8512 VGA Color Display
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0

42.24*

IBM PS/2 30-286
80286 processor
1 MB memory
30 MB fixed disk drive
3.5 thcb diskette drive
-(1.44mg)
IBM mouse
8513 VGA Color
- display(tilt/swivel)
DOS 4.0
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows

55.16*

IBM PS/2 51SX
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2 MB memory
30 MB fixed disk drive
3.5 inch diskette drive
-(1.44nig)
IBM mouse
8513 VGA Color
- display(tilt/swivel)
DOS 4.0 •
Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows
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All software is preloaded on your computer. Simply turn your computer on and
you are ready to go. (Nothing is easier!)
*Per month for 60 months,includes:all applicable charges and sales tax. The 1131VI PS/2 Loan for Learn

ing program has an 10.5%
interest rate. No money down. No prepayment penalties. For more information or to place
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11 Shibles Hall
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Additional cuts would also be made to
class sections, he added, probably by eliminating another 100 sections of classes.
Lick said a $30 million cut would "not be
proportional," in the sense that most of
UMaine's expenditures are on personnel, so
deep cuts would cast many jobs.
"If we go for a $30 million cut on the
system, it would probably cost my campus
another 275 positions, in addition to another
75 positions from auxiliary services,"such as
outreach and public-service personnel, Lick
said.
"That would be absolutely devastating,"
he said. "The people we would cut would be
people without tenure. If you take that big a
hunk out ofthem, you have taken all the new
blood out of the organization."
Members ofthe committee focused on top
administrative positions at UMaine and the
size of the system's car fleet
Woodbury said the fleet was being reduced by 29 percent over the next two years,
and that the only administrators that will be
provided with cars wiJI be himself and the
campus presidents.
Lick said two assistant vice presidents and
several directors have been laid offby UMaine
already, and pointed again to the number of
administrator;being laid off in comparison to
the faculty and classified staff.

Pavorotti used
to scare teens
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COTONSVILLE, Md. (AP) — Joe
Chilcoat has been trying to keep teen-agers
from hanging out in front of his convenience
store by endlessly blasting Luciano Pavarotti's rendition of"0 Solo Mio" at them.
Trouble is,Chilcoat hates the music."Lsn't
that torture?" he said.
And the kids like it — or claim to.
"Quite beautiful,"oneteen said ofthe music.
"Killer," said another, meaning "good."
Chilcoat said the teens never have caused
real trouble. Still,some customers are afraid to
enter his7-Eleven with the crowd by the door.
The 7-Eleven is easy to stand in front of,
even with Pavarotti for company,said CatonviIle High Schooljunior Andrew Eitel. Part of
the appeal,he said,lies in ticking offChilcoat.
Chilcoat said that ifPavarotti doesn't succeed, he may load his cassette player with
heavier ammunition- accordion music.

SHORT TERM
MEDICAL INSURANCE
1 to 6 months coverage
Very Competitive Rates
For costs. henefits, exclusions,
and ,•reewal terms contact:
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 1 p.m.
and 4 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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Sports
UMaine takes'ho hum'gamesfrom Husson

By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

Jamie Pete finished up the opener
for Hasson with twoinningsof work
apiece.
Ho hum,at least it wasn't a long
Things started to pick up a little
ride home for the Husson College
in the nightcap. The Black Bears
Braves.
jumped out with a four spot in the
, Following 4-0 and 12-2 defeats
first inning off Pete Allen and never
ofthe Braves Wednesday afternoon,
looked back.
the University of Maine Black Bear
Behind some pretty good pitchbaseball team upped its winistreak ing
from Dryswak, and offensive
to 17 and us overall record to M-13.
support from Taylor(2-for-2,3runs
UMaine received strong start- and
3 RR!),Gab Duress(1-for-4 2
ing pitching from red-shirt senior RBI)
and Chad White (1-for-4 2
Ed Therrien and sophomore Jason RBI),
UMaine extended the lead to
Dryswak limiting Musson to If/ hits 11-0
before turning on the cruise
in the two games.
control and coasting the rest of the
In the first game, Therrien was way
theshow,allowingjustfour hits and
Designated hitter/thirdbasernan
four walks in recording hisfirstshut- Shana
n Knox continued to pound
out on the season. He also struckout the
ball,crushing a first-inning fasta season high 11 on route to his fifth ball
from Allen for his ninth home
win against one defeat.
run on the season.
Therrien at times seemed to be
Dryswak got the win for
on the verge oflosing his control but UMain
e, hurling six innings allowbattled through it with a good curve - ing the
same number of hits while
UMaine's Mark Sweeney breaks up a double play
ball, in what was perhaps his best walking
in one of tiMaine's wins over Husson College
two. He also fanned six
on
Wedne
outing of the season.
sday.(Photo by Tim Boyd.)
along the way before being relieved
Brian Seguin (2-for-3 with a by big Ted Novio
, who got an in- with Higgins ruining his perfec
t and shortstop Dave Stewart. The
double) led the way on offense as nings worth
Hardball Hot-notes:
of work, striking out 1.000a verage as he went down
look- team as a whole is hitting .294 with
he, Shawn Tobin, Gary Taylor and two of the three
•
Mark Sweeney issecond in the
batters he faced
ing at a nasty curveball
an earned run average of 6.11.
Glen Stupienski accounted for the
NAC in batting average at .430.
Dryswak is now 3-1 on the yearThe Black Bears return to action
Other noteable playersfor UNH John Buckley of
Black Bear RBI.
while Allen fell to 2-4.
Northeastern is
this weekend travelling to play bor- are catcher Jeff
Neijadlik and pitch- first at 443
Matt Dutille took the loss on the
The blowout gave Black Bear der rival the Univer
sity of New ers Chris Schott and P-OF Dan
mound for the Braves,dropping his head coach John
• T-minus eight days until the
Winkin a chance to Hampshire for a three-game North
Sweet.
record to 2-3 on the season He gave clear his bench
'
"clash
ofthe titans". UMaine versus
and clear it he did. Atlantic Conference series.
UMaine leads the conference in Northeastern,in the meetin
up one hit in his two innings of Glenn Domenick,
g oftwo
Marty Higgins,
The Wildcats(10-13 overall, 3- both ofthe afore mentio
work,but allowed three walks which Chris Karlson,
ned catego- teams with unblemished NAC
Shane Slicer and 5 NAC)are being led by outfielder
ries,pounding the ball at a.317 pace records— Northeastern
hurt his cause. Dean Bowden and Greg King all got
hasalso won
plate appearances Jon Batchelder(.371-014R-8 RBI),
with its ERA at 4.72
17 in a row

Cross training an important aspect in athletics
By Nicole "Lando
Staff Writer
What keeps many athletes injury -free and
on their feet day in and day out? The same
concept that keecks runners fit during rehabilitation, cross training
Scott Atherley,a graduate student in exercise physiology and an assistant coach with
the men's soccer team,defines(loss training
as a variety of uaining modalities whether it
be biking,jogging,or using the stair master to
obtain cardiovascular fitness
"Tr -athletes are a good example of people who cros.s train," he said.
"The Russian hockey team:is very big on
cl training," he said. They play a variety of
interrelated sports to obtain maximum training benefits.
Athletes who compete in teatti sports often incorporate cross training into their programs, Atherley said.
"The health craze is at a pretty high level,
but I think (the usage of cross training) depends on how serious people are about exercising."
Cross training is "valuable in that it prevents an overuse syndrome with muscles,"
Atherley said
If an athlete is always playing the same
sport, then that athlete will be continually
using the same muscles.
Eventually,the muscles will get tired and Cross traini
ng is a very good way to prevent injuries that might occur
if an athlete
hit a plateau. "Overtraming is detrimental, concentrates
on just one sport.(Photo by Tim Boyd.)
and the body breaks down," he said

"When I was younger and playing soccer
at the university, I would predominantly nm,
and physiologically developed compartment
syndrome and ended up having surgery to
relieve it
He said he overtrained and pressure built
up in his lower legs, contributing to stress
fractures and muscle tissue damage.
"My goal was to become fit to play the
game. I only used one sport, and I could have
used more than one sport."
Athletes desiring improvement in their
cardiovascularsystem often turn to crosstraining, Atherley said.
Intensity, duration and frequency are the
factors determining the fitness gains an athlete makes, Atherley said.
"It's important to realize that people are
going to make different gains with a particular
program," Atherley said.
He continued,"Results are very individual. Everyone reaches a certain capacity at
sonic point."
Atherley carefully distinguishes the difference between exercising and training. He
said,"exercise is a much more general term
and refers to an individual bout of an activity."
Athletes who exercise do not necessarily
incorporate set intensity, duration, and frequency into their programs.
Athletes who train, on the other hand,
See CROSS TRAINING on page 15
•

•
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Softball team warms up at the plate
By Paul Watson
Staff Writer

411.

The bats have come to life for the Univer
sity of Maine softball team and with this
success at the plate, the team has put a suing
of solid performances together. '
Last Thursday the women traveled to
Boston University to face the Terriers in a
doubleheader and came away with a sweep.
In game one, Mary Campbell was on the
hill for the Black Beats, going the distance
while giving up just three hits and one run.
The Bears weren't overly productive at
the plate, hut got the job done.
The score was tied 1-1 going into the sixth
inning when UMaine put together a mini
rally. Kim Reed smashed a triple and was
promptly singled home by Deb Smith.
The 2-1 edge was all Campbell needed to
work with,as she shut down the host Terriers
in the sixth and seventh to cement the victory.
"We're doing what we need to do to win
ball games," said UMaine head coach Janet
Anderson. "Hopefully it will continue."
In the second game, the outcome was
decided early UMaine belted in 10runs in the
first inning and added two triore in the fifth,en
route to a decisive 12-1 bashing of BU.

The I2-run, I6-hit outburst by the Bears
was its most productive game to date.
Deb Smith had her way on the mound for
UMaine. She finished the five inning game
giving up only one hit and a run to match.
Friday, April 19th,the team played in the
Brown University Invitational Tournament.
UMaine's first game pitted them against
the FriarsofProvidence College,but asquickly
as the bats had returned, they departed once
again.
"We were waiting on the pitches and not
being aggressive," Anderson said."We beat
ourselves more than Providence did."
Mary Campbell pitched a strong eight
innings,turning back 28 of the 31 batters she
faced.
UMaine took a slim one run lead into the
home halfofthe sixth,only to see Providence
knot things up at 2-2.
In the eighth inning with the tiebreaker
rule in effect both teams got to place a moiler
on second when they came to bat. UMaine
failed to do anything with its opportunity,but
PC plated the game winner in the bottom of
the inning.
Pitching and team defense have been the
strong points this season, Anderson said.
However, the team's inability to swing the
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bats and "put the whole show together" has
been the team's downfall.
UMaine went from batting .516 in game
two against BU to a dismal .160 in the PC
game
The next Black Bear opponent was the
University of Hartford, and UMaine proved
equal to the task
The Bearsjumped out to an early 3-0 lead,
scoring twice in the second and once more in
the third.
Deb Smith pitched another superb game.
She made the most of the three run advantage,
hurling a three-hitshut-out against the Hawks.
Smith found herself on the mound again
on Saturday as the Black Bears beat the host
team,Brown University,in a 1-0 contest. She
ended the game allowing a lone hit while
racking up nine strikeouts
"She pitched one of the best games of her

career at UMaine,- Anderson said.
UMaine was getting in its licks at the plate,
but was unable to get anything acrus, until the
last of the seventh
UMaine's Lisa Swain singled and was
sacrificed to second by Dorothy MacMichael. Angel Gamache then singled putting runners at the corners
With the table set, Tenley Libby came
tluough with an RBI single to score Swain
from third for the game winner.
"It wasjust a super five games,"she said
If the intensity and desire to win are still there
and the team takes advantage ofits opportunities, Anderson looks forward to a great finish
for the '91 season
UMaine's record improved to 16-24 after
a very successful week.The Black Bears will
play its final five games of the season at home
after 40 straight road games.

ESPN College Top 20 Baseball Poll
1. Florida St.
2. U.S.C.
3. Wichita State
4 Miami (Fla.)
5. Pepperdine
6. Long Beach St.
7. Hawaii
8. Clemson
9. Creighton
10. L.S.U.

11. Stanford
12. Missouri
13. Texas A&M
14. Texas
15. Fresno St.
16. Maine
17. Florida
18. Oklahoma
14. Georgia Tech
20. Notre Dame
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THE TRADITION
CONTINUES •

Beta Theta Pi Fraternity will he returning to the
University of Maine in August 1991. Representatives
will he on campus April 29th and April 30th, 1991., If
you are interested in a challenging opportunity for
leadership, personal growth and lifetime friendships,
please come talk to us at our information table at the
Memorial Union.

Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
over 151 years ofexcellence
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Roberts signs five new hoop recruits

By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

The University of Maine women's basketball team has received formal letters of
intent from five high school recruits
The Black Bears will begin life without
Rachel Bouchard led by a solid veteran nucleus(Julie Bradstreet,Carrie Goodhue and Chris
Strong to name a few)and two new centers,a
pair of forwards and a guard from the 1991
recruiting class
Maine Gatorade Player ofthe Year Seana ,
Dionne(Stearns HS,Millinocket)and Maine,
All-State selection Rita Sullivan (Bangor

HS, Bangor) lead the home state recruits.
Trixie Wolf(Jefferson HS,Jefferson Ohio),
an All-Northeast Conference selection,Sara
Philbrick (Loudoun Valley HS, Hamilton
VA), an All-District performer and Katrina
Krom (West Haven HS, West Haven, CT),
another All-District choice round out the
recruiting class.
• Wolf, a 6-foot-2 center, averaged 15
points,pulled down 17 rebounds and blocked
six shots per game in leading her team to a 231 record.
• Dionne, the 5-foot-7 guard from Milli!locket hit at a 17.5 ppg. clip while hauling
down seven rebounds and dishing out five

assists per contest in garnering a USA Todav at an
18 ppg mark while pulling down 10.5
Honorable Mention Player ofthe Year selec- rebound
s and coming up with 3 steaLs per
tion.
game. She also has a 4.0 grade point average
• Philbrick, 5-foot-10, was Virginia's
Wolf and Krom will try to help Cyndi
Outstanding Female Athlete of the Year She Buetow and
Stacie Alley replace the huge
led.Loudoun Valley with a 21 point, 10 re- shoes left
behind with the graduation of the
bound,three assist and three steal average in all -everyth
ing Bouchard. Dionne and
earning 1st Team All-Region honors.
Philbrick will look to bolster the already po• Krom, a 6-foot-3 center who was a tent outside attack
of the Black Bears.
member of the Connecticut National AAU
Sullivan looks to be a swing-person for
team,averaged 15 ppg while pulling down 12 UMaine,filling
both the inside needs as well
rebounds and blocking three shots per con- as the outside
touch to draw the defenders to
tests.
the perimeter.
• Sullivan,the6-foot Bangor product was
Black Bear head coach Trish Roberts wag
Miss Maine Basketball for 1991. She scored unavailable for comment
at piess time.

Cross training.important aspect in athletics

from page 13

incorporate a series of activities geared to a athlon," Wren
said.
swimming,mountain biking,and canoeing in
goal or purpose and use specific criteria of
"I tend to be pretty injury free which may their training routines.
"Seems to me there's a
intensity, duration and frequency to enhance he related
to doing all these different kinds of lot more people who are into
fitness and who
their performances, Atherley said.
things."
aren't simply running," he said.
Another value of eras training is its psyWren tries to workout every day. "I'm
Associate Recreational Sports Director
chological benefit to the athlete.
"Cross training provides a variety . I really
"Cross training provides variety. I really believe it
believe it facilitates the ability to provide you
facilitates the ability to provide you with that
with that appetite to go out and train," he said.
Without LTOSS training athletes ofteu beappetite to go out and train."
come bored, stale, tired, or lose motivation
— Scott Atherley, graduate student in exercise
and the desire to train and race, Atherley said.
Jeff Wren, UMaine swirl)coach and cornphysiology
jvtiti ve athlete,participatesin numeroussports:
swimming, cycling, running, eniss country kind of antsi if I don't
do something."
and runner Thad Dwyer said the number of
skiing and kayaking for his aerobic training.
"My highest degree of axnpetence is in people participating in cioss
training is mini"I probably do them all more for mental kayaking,"Wren said. He
won and set the course mal and he does not foresee great numbers of
variety than any grand plan, although I will record for the Kentluskrag
river race in 1978.
athletes incorporating cross training into their
occasionally focus on one event such as a triWren sees a lot of students combining training programs.

"A lot of people do start cross training
after an injury," Dwyer said.
Athletes often start to cnis, train to alleviate stress from knees or joints', Dwyer said.
Dwyer, who began running 15 years ago,
said moderation and cross training are important "I think running is good to a point, and
then there's an excess."
"Anybody who runs over40 miles a week
is in it for competition rather than benefie-,."
Atherley, Wren and Dwyer agree athletes
who want to compete intensely at a particular
sport need to hone in on that skill.
"Frankly,if you look at cross training as a
means to success in a particular area,than it's
not the best way to do it," Wren said
"Specificity is still important when you
want to achieve excellence in a particular
activity," he said.

; 1-1273 today! They're only
$1.00 per line!

sottals
YOUR CAREER: WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER
TO PREPARE FOR IT7 Find out why IBM and XEROX are

MEET ME AT CEDDY'SI Tonight - 1(...11, BUttd10 wings 47. Contest: Bark like a dog! Saturday Open 9 a.m. for
Bt /MSTOCK! 11.75 Bloody Marys and Screwdrivers.
PAPERS TYPED and printed on laser printer and returned
to you in two working days. Call 866-4436 Ask for Steve
in Rm. 1 after 6 p.m.

interested in our summer program grads. Call 866-5851
for more info
SEASONAL HELP NEEDED at Rosalie's Pizza, Bar Hanxir
Various starting dates available. Rocims provided for qualified applicants. Call 942-6511 - keep trying.
HELP WANTED: Store Clerks 7-Eleven food stores parttime positions up to 25 hours/week Shifts available 200
p.m.-10:30 p.m. and 10p.m. - 6:30 a m Must be able to

work weekends. Starting pay is 54 25/hour. Excellent
summer job opportunity. Apply at the following stores'
96 State St., Bangor, ME, 1019 Ohio St., Bangor, ME, 14
Main St., Milford, ME. EOE/M-F.

WANTED: experienced woodsman with climbing gear,
chainsaw to prune tree and cut/split into firewood 2-3
days after finals. 510/hr. Call Gilmartin at x2553.

rides
Ride wanted to Conn twut - Interstate84onApril 26th
Contact Ryan Love at Ext. 4816
3336 Oxford

lost 45,r fottkii
FOUND: Ladies gold watch. Foun: : war Neville. Call
Mike at 4839 rm. 438
LOST: Pair of, prescription eyeglasses, peach colored
frames, blue leather-textured case. Lost before break. Call
Linda at 4534 in on 319.
LOST: Yellow purse with zippered pockets and red OP
wallet inside. Contained SS arid I.D?s. Lost beginning of
'91. Call Linda at 4534 in rm 319.
LOST: Prescription eyeglasses, purple/pink frames, case
is light tan. Call 4527 - Cindy in rm314.
LOST: Maroon-framed prescription bifocals. Call 5814673 if you have info.
LOST tr FOUND ads are free! Call 581.1273 today

,

ANXIOUS? Unintended pregnancy? Call for a free pregnancy test 866-5579
RIVERSIDE TYPING Services - 218 No. Brunswick Street,
Old Town, 827-8050, 5-9 p.m. or leave message.
ORONO THRIFT SHOP. Take Pine from Main, 2nd right
to Birch. Wednesdays 11-4, Saturdays 11-2.
WANTED: Cheap audio tapes for summer trip. Need to
buy or build eclectic set of classical, broadway musicals,
jazz, piano, etc. No rock. Gilmartin x2553.
THE SISTERS of Delta Zeta would like to congratulate the
graduating seniors: Rebecca Bruce,Julie Bush, Deb Greenberg, Lori Martin, Ann Simmons and Missy Smith. GOOD
H)CKI
.
-..StatIffOr.sak
BLIZZARD X-country ski package, size 8 boots - step-in
bindings, chemical tuning system, used once. S100, Call
X4518 rm447 Carla
Acoustic Guitar: Washburn 010. brand new. Call 4922
or 866.-4424 Jason in room 226.
Call 581-1273 for your classified ad today

.

apartments

_

Showing 1,2 Ea 4 Bdroon) effic wry y apt s in _)ki foodh
For an appoint. call 827-7231. Also a its for summer.
.7 BANGORA Pinewood Apartments. Off Broadway
exit 2 bdroom townhome W/D. No pets, security deposit, 1 year lease S475 plus ele( tric. 945-6955 or 945-5260.
One and Two bedroom apartments heated and located
within walking distance to UMO. Lease, security deposit.
Tel. 866-2816.
HOUSE AVAILABLE for summer sublet. 525 per week
plus 1/3 utilities. Call Joe at 827-4372 for mcfre info.
One to three bedroom apartments available for summer, walking distance to campus. Call 866-2516_
Quiet Rooms - 2 minute walk to campus. Paid utilities in
private home, references. Tel. 866-7888. Village Apartments - Approximately 3 1/2 miles from
UMO Newly built and laundry facilities on premises. 1
bedroom- S375 00- 2 bedroom- 5425.00 per month.
Call Diane - 827 - 2554 for more information.
SUBLET FROM MAY to Aug. Brand new 3-floor, 2 bed.
Walk to campus. Sliding glass door fq private patio! Rent
with 3 friends and pay only $150 each a month. 8667038, leave a message.
Roommate wanted to share house in Brewer. 1160 per
month + 1/3 of utilities. Call 989-1085 for details. Ask for
Christin or Mary.
APARTMENT AVAILABLE for summer sublet. CHEAP)
and close to campus. 2 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths. Call
Christine at 581-1270 or 866-2074

OBIS1152Ek1. 18171.12170gRO arid
IRAWDZKI DrikT.A\.= would like
to thank everyone -vvh_o showed
up to party at the Den_ last
night_ See ya next year!
• re.114,- LII
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Golf team places third in NAC Champion
ships

By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

The University of Maine golf team dusted
off its golf clubs and took third place in the
North Atlantic Conference Charnpionsliip held
in Ellington, Conn.
Sophomore Todd Dufresne led the way
for the Black Bears,compiling a two-day total
of 156,good for third place in the tournament
His 75 on the second day was the low round

r4i

of the day's competition
teams that started later an advantage. We lost
"We did all right," said golf coach Bill
a few strokes to New Hampshire because of
Porter."The highlight of the tournament was
that"
Todd Dufresne shooting 75 on the secon
d
The University of Hartford captured the
day"
tournament with a two-day total of 619, 33
Porter said the 7,2(X) par 72 Ellington strok
es ahead of second-place UNH who had
Ridge Country Club was "a bear" of a golf
a total of 652. UMaine's team total was 654.
course. The shortest par three was 190
yards
"Hartford clearly has the best team in the
and all the par fives were legitimate
conference,"Porter said."We probably could
"It was a really tough course," he said
have pulled off second but we couldn't have
"We started off in the rain which gave the
caught Hartford."

Junior Brian Lawton placed fifth in the
tournament with a 161,while Bciurke0'
Brien
170,Jeff Wass, 172 and Jay Livingston,
175
rounded out the scoring for UMaine.
Hartford's Pat Sheehan was the tourna
ment medalist and was atop the All-Conf
erence team,along with teammates Jon Veneziano and Mike Haran
The golf team returns to action Friday
when it travels to Cape Arundel to play in
the
State of Maine Championships.

Sports Briefs
Knuckler loses to Birds
CHICAGO(AP)- Jeff Ballard allowed six
hits in eight-plus innings and Joe Orsulak hit a
two-run double as the Baltimore Orioles beat
the Chicago White Sox 5-1 Wednesday night.
Ballard (2-1) struck out four an walked
none. He had a four-hit shutout and had faced
the minim urn 24 hitters through eight innings,
but Ron Karkovice and allowed Robin Ventura's two-out RBI single before retiring Carlton Fisk on a line drive to left toend the game.
Forty-three-year-old knucldeballer Charlie Hough (0-1),signed by Chicago as a free
agentlast December,couldn't overcome control problems in his first start of the year. He
allowed four muscatfive hits,walked five and
hit two batters in 32/3 innings.

Astros squeak by Reds
HOUSTON (AP)- Darryl Kile, making
his first major league start, and Al Osuna
combined to hold Cincinnati hitless for eight

innings, but it wasn't until the 13th that the
lectured defense lawyer David S. Greenfield list. Recal
led pitcherFrancisco Oliverasfrom
Houston Asti beat the Reds 1-0 on Ken
after and extremely sarcastic question.
Phoen
ix
of
the Pacific Coast League.
Oberkfell's single Wednesday night.
Steinbrenner was forced to talk about woe
FOO
TBA
LL
Pinch hitter Bill Doran broke up the no hit he ordet
ed former stadium manager Pat Kelly
NFL
name
d Roger Goodell executive
bid with a clean single to start the ninth against
to search equipment in the visiting team's direct
or
for
club
relations and international
Curt Schilling. Dwayne Henry (2-0) worked
clubhouse late at night. He wasforced to tell the developmen
Pete
t
Abitante league director of
the final two innings as four Houston pitchers
jury how he "resigned" Kelly and chief finan- informatio
n;
Leslie
Hamm
ond AR director of
allowed only three hits
cial officer M.David Weidler after he accused infor
matio
n;
and
Jack
Reade
r asskant director
K le,an emergency starter because of Mark them
of theft, but then didn't tell the police or ofofficiating.
Announced the retirement of Jim
Portugal's strained groin muscle, went six
the commissioner's office about it.
Heffernan, director of public relations.
innings. He struck out five, walked two and
World League of American Football was pulled after 65 pitches, 44 for strikes
Olson sues for bare truth
BARCELONA DRAGONS - Signed Jay
BOSTON - Sportswriter Lisa Olson filed Gruden, quarterback
Yanks Dirty laundry aired
NEW YORK NEW JERSEY KNIGHTS
NEW YORK (AP)- It was George Stein- suit against the New England Patriots, chargbrenner who appeared to be on trial Wednes- ing sexual harassment and civil rights viola- - Signed Reggie Berry, cornerback
SACRAMENTOSURGE-Signed Steve
day in U.S. District Court, not Howard Spira. tions that have led her to leave the Boston
Thompson, linebacker. Released Kuban'
For Three hours, the New York Yankees Herald and the city.
Kalonibo, defensive end.
owner was u,
-examined about his life, his
- HOCKEY
employees and his relationship with the gam
Wed-Thurs Transactions
NHL - Suspended Steve Chaisson,defenbler who caused him to lose control ofhis team
- BASEBALL
seman, for four games because of a major
"You want to get a legitimate, calm anSAN FRANCISCO GIANTS - Placed
penalty in a game April 12, effective at the
swer from me,that's not the way to do it," he pitched Scott Garrelts
on the 15-day disabled
start of next season.

What are your plans for work this sum

mer?

No plans yet,
but I will
probably work
on a golf course
in Plymouth,
NH. Or I might
work in Bar
Harbor.
Mark Allegra,
Junior,
Economics

Plan to work at
the Athletic
Attic and wait
tables
somewhere.
Chris Jordan,
Sophomore,
Broadcast
Journalism

Photos by Tim Boyd

Hopefully work
at the
children's
center here on
campus.

I'll continue to
work at
Spencer Gifts at
the Bangor
Mall.

Marion Young,
First-year,
Child
Development

Michelle
Pollard,
First-year,
Business

I don't even
know. I'm just
looking for
work. Probably
temporary
work for some
agency.
Brian
Zaldumbide,
Senior,
Business

I'll be painting.
I own my own
business.
Glenn Davis,
Senior,
American
History and
Education

